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For over 25 years PlayersGoal® has been the industry leading custom manufacturer of gym-

nasium, stadium, and arena padding.  In addition to our padding products we also  

manufacturer a complete line of athletic field equipment.  In either equipment or safety  

systems, PlayersGoal® can provide a solution to suit your facility’s needs.   

Located in Delhi, NY, PlayersGoal® manufactures all of its padding in-house, we don’t outsource to other coun-

tries or companies.  Our athletic field equipment is manufactured at our facility in  

Delhi, New York.  We are proud to offer a wide variety of products designed and manufactured in the USA. 

Because we manufacture everything ourselves our lead times are the best in the industry.  We can have most 

orders manufactured and shipped in as little as 2 weeks! 

OVER 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THE INDUSTRY 

THE QUADFECTA: THREE MINORS AND A MAJOR 
Just prior to the start of the 2012 baseball season PlayersGoal® 

completed a feat like no other in company history, we're calling it 

the Quadfecta.  The manufacture and shipment of padding for 1 Ma-

jor League stadium, 3 minor league stadiums, all under one base-

ball franchise, the Florida Marlins. 

We began by supplying padding for the new $515 million dollar Mar-

lins Stadium.  We then continued on by supplying this season's pad-

ding for the all of the Marlins minor league affiliates. 

The AAA New Orleans Zephyrs received new backstop and baseline 

padding with a custom backing panel to enhance the safety and  

appearance of Zephyrs Field for years to come. 

The AA Jacksonville Suns received a full treatment of new padding 

throughout The Baseball Grounds of Jacksonville. The PlayersGoal® 

team worked around the clock on a very tight deadline to manufac-

ture and install 350 pads in advance of a sellout crowd which came 

to watch No. 1 Florida take on No. 4 Florida State on March 27th. 

The Single-A Greensboro Grasshoppers also teamed up with  

PlayersGoal® to refresh their outfield padding.  The renewal and 

recovering of the existing outfield pads at New Bridge Bank Park 

was a tremendous cost savings for the team versus new wall pads. 

MADE IN THE USA 

MARLINS PARK 
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STADIUM PADDING 
PlayersGoal® has been the industry leader in stadium padding since 
1984.  We believe the industry should look beyond 25 year old technolo-
gy, which is why we offer Zone Family stadium wall padding.   

Instead of installing just any pad on their stadium walls, customers now 

have options when they decide to invest in new padding: BASEZone® 

(existing design) and ENVIROZone® (enhanced protection with environ-
mental benefits)!  This family of wall padding is the industry’s ONLY complete padding line-up with multiple 

options. Combine either BASEZone® or ENVIROZone® with the our deltaF® anti-wrinkle technology and you 
get not only one of the most technologically advanced pads in the industry but the most environmentally dura-
ble and attractive pads available today.    

 

THE OPTIONS 

BASEZone®:   
The padding we’ve been selling since we first opened 

our doors.   An affordable, traditional pad.   

ENVIROZone®:   
Environmentally responsible, superior cushioned pad 
that is designed to meet LEED certification. 

 

Zone Family: 

 A complete line of padding for all levels,  
High School through Professional 

 Customization: wide variety of vinyl colors as well 
as hand painted & photo quality digital graphics 

 Padding available for all budgets 

 Options for every application, no wall or fence too 
oddly shaped! 

 Installed across the globe in thousands of venues 
across multiple sports 

 Stainless steel hardware on all levels to prevent 
unsightly rust marks 

 deltaF® wrinkle-free technology available on all 
pads 

 Installation options for any type of wall or fencing 
surface 

USMA: WEST POINT 

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS  
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PlayersGoal® BASEZone® pads are installed in hundreds of  
stadiums across the world including:  Major and Minor League Baseball, 
National Football League, Canadian Football League, Indoor Arena  
Football, World Cup Soccer, NCAA Baseball, NCAA Softball, and NCAA 
Football 

This pad is the well respected industry standard featuring an 18oz high 
UV protected vinyl covering, 3” high density polyurethane foam padding 

and a 5/8” moisture resistant composite wood backer board.  It’s a time tested, proven product which  
provides facilities with a highly cost effective safety solution.   

WHY SETTLE FOR STANDARD? 

Never satisfied with “the standard” we’ve improved our  

BASEZone® pads by eliminating a problem that has plagued 
the entire padding industry for years, rust.   

In fact, all of our Zone Family padding now comes standard 
with stainless steel hardware which not only inhibits the  
development of unsightly rust on your stadium walls  
(a result of non-stainless hardware oxidizing) but also extends 
the life of the padding. 

MARLINS PARK 

SPECIFICATIONS 
VINYL COVERING: 

EcoGUARD®  18oz High UV  
Extruded Vinyl 

PADDING: 3” High Density Polyurethane 

BACKER BOARD: 
5/8” Moisture Resistant  

Composite Wood 

WEIGHT: 82lbs per 4’ x 8’ Panel 

WARRANTY: 1 Year 

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA 

BASEZONE® THE STADIUM PADDING WITH A TRADITION 

COMERICA PARKK - DETROIT TIGERS 
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PlayersGoal® has taken innovation and technology a step 
further with ENVIROZone®, offering a product which  
couples an environmentally friendly design with improved 
durability (5 year warranty is standard) and exceptional  
performance.   

ENVIROZone® employs a long lasting, moisture resistant, composite 
wood panel as a backer board.  This is a durable alternative to standard 

plywood and has a smaller environmental impact.  All parts of the tree are used in the creation of this  
composite.  Leftover chips, bark and sawdust are even used to fuel the factory that creates the panels so that 
nothing goes to waste.  In addition it is only made from young trees which are easily replaced unlike the old 
growth trees that are used in making traditional plywood. 

The impressive energy management capability of the ENVIROZone® product is derived from the fully  
recyclable thermoplastic, expanded bead, polyethylene foam (EPE). The EPE significantly improves the  
systems impact/energy management as compared to industry 
standard polyurethanes, yet provides a similar feel, important 
to athletes who anticipate the impact and “play the bounce”. 

 

BENEFITS OF BEADED EPE 

 Excellent resilience & multi-directional impact resistance 

 Outstanding energy absorption 

 Multi-Strike energy management 

 Non-hydroscopic, closed cell design minimizes water  
entrapment & absorption 

The ENVIROZone® legacy is completed with the introduction of the industry’s first 25 ounce extruded vinyl 

which maintains the feel and high UV protection of PlayersGoal® industry leading 18 ounce vinyl, yet offers 
significant advances in tear and deterioration resistance. 

BENEFITS OF 25oz VINYL 

 Tri-Layer Design 

 High Tenacity Polyester Substrate 

 Smooth Matte, Linen-Like Texture 

 Mildew Resistant 

 UV Resistant 

 Superior Tensile Strength &  
Tear Resistance 

 Easily Accepts Most forms of Graphics 

 Same Feel as Our 18oz Vinyl 

Please review the UV Exposure Test  
comparisons of our high UV extruded product 
to comparable products such as vinyl coated 
on www.playersgoal.com. 

OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY 

SPECIFICATIONS 
VINYL COVERING: 25oz High UV Extruded Vinyl 

PADDING: 
1.0 PCF Thermoplastic Expanded 

Bead Polyethylene (EPE) 

BACKER BOARD: 
5/8” Moisture Resistant  

Composite Wood 

gMAX RATING: 87 

WEIGHT: 74lbs per 4’ x 8’ Panel 

WARRANTY: 5 Year 
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When you put new padding into a stadium it  
always looks great.  Everything is smooth and 
square.  Over time traditional padding develops 
wrinkles.  These wrinkles are caused by extreme 
variations in temperature.  Hot days, Cold Nights 
in spring and fall case the pad to expand and  
contract, over time the vinyl doesn’t contract as 

much as the pad expands and you end up with 
unsightly wrinkles.  It’s an aesthetic nightmare 

the industry has lived with for far too long. 

With the development of deltaF® technology for 
stadium wall padding, PlayersGoal® has turned 
that industry standard of wrinkled vinyl into a 
nightmare of the past.  

The deltaF® option for the Zone Family of wall padding consists of a UV protected 4-way stretch vinyl coupled 
with our industry leading high UV, laminated vinyl covering.  This allows the vinyl to quickly react to the 
changing size of the padding during temperature swings without creating the unsightly vinyl wrinkles you’ll 

find on other outdoor pads in stadiums and parks across the globe.   

The new deltaF® option fits snugly around your wall pads, assuring that the same look that rolls out of our 
factory remains on your stadium wall, day in and day out, season to season.  deltaF® is available on both 
BASEZone® & ENVIROZone® padding. 

WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 

US Patent  #8,082,696 
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Z-CLIP ATTACHED WALL PADDING 

Used for attachment to wood or concrete walls, the aluminum z-clips and stainless steel hardware provide the 

best option for creating a safer environment for your players.  With a snug vinyl fit, the z-clip attached wall 

padding is the perfect place to display your team graphics or your  

sponsors advertisements.  Three of our industry leading Z-Clip  

attachments, evenly spaced on the back of the pad come standard for 

mounting. 

 STANDARD MODEL DELTAF® MODEL 

BASE ZONE® FWPZHI DFWPZHI 

ENVIRO ZONE® FWPZENV DFWPZENV RALPH WILSON STADIUM 

FIELD WALL PADDING FOR CHAIN LINK FENCES 

These pads retain the presence of a backer board to add 

stability to the pad during use. Available with the entire line 

of Zone Family products, this pad incorporates a different 

mounting system to allow for chain link fences to remain as 

part of your field without sacrificing the safety of your  

players.  Simply position the field wall pad and attach with a bolt and large 

washer from the opposite side of the fence. All necessary hardware is provided. 

 STANDARD MODEL DELTAF® MODEL 

BASE ZONE® FWPZHI DFWPZHI 

ENVIRO ZONE® FWPZENV DFWPZENV  

SEWN FIELD WALL PADDING WITH GROMMET FLAP 

These sewn field wall pads are double stitched with weather resistant 

bonded nylon thread for durability and are typically attached with  

cable ties. Sewn pads are much lighter in weight than the plywood  

version, making installation and handling much easier.  Perfect for chain 

link applications.  Please note, the measurement of these pads includes 

the 1-1/2” Grommet Flap at the top and bottom of the pad. 

 STANDARD MODEL # DELTAF® MODEL # 

BASE ZONE® FWPSGHI Not Available 

ENVIRO ZONE® FWPSGENV Not Available 

All Padding models available in multiple colors; See 18oz or 25oz Color Chart for options.   

Standard Sizes: 4’W x 8’H - 10’H; Custom Heights Available. 
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GUARD RAIL PADDING 

PlayersGoal® guard rail pads are manufactured using 1” high impact 

foam cores which provide for a low pad profile.  They are  

covered with EcoGUARD® 18 oz. UV resistant extruded vinyl and are 

attached with cable ties through grommets.   

 

Guard rail pads are made to fit 1 1/2” to 2” diameter rails. 

The standard model is a rounded pad, the hi-profile model is a square 

pad capable of having graphics or advertising applied to the field  

facing sides. 

STANDARD MODEL HI-PROFILE MODEL 

GRP GRPHIP 

AVON BALLPARK 

TURNER FIELD 

CHAIN LINK TOP RAIL & POST PADDING 

Chain link fence top rail and post pads are double stitched sewn 

pads designed to cover the most dangerous vertical and horizontal 

posts to allow for view through the fence while protecting safety.   

These pads are made of 3” high impact foam cores covered with 

EcoGUARD® 18 oz. UV resistant vinyl and are attached with cable 

ties through grommets.  The top rail pad can also be used on the 

top of concrete or wooden walls. 

TOP RAIL MODEL POST MODEL 

CLTRHI CLPHI 

LIGHT POLE & GOAL POST PADDING 

Both round and hexagonal style light pole and football goal post pads are available.  Each 

are covered in a heavy coated vinyl laminated polyester fabric that has a weight of 19 oz. 

per square yard.  The standard pad height is six feet and has a full length hook and loop 

closure for easy installation (grommet closure available upon request).  The GPPR ENC is 

a vinyl enclosed pad having vinyl on both the outside and the inside of the enclosure. 

All pads are designed to be used in conjunction with any PlayersGoal® Advantage XI®  

series football goal post. 

 

Custom Lettering & Stenciling are available for an additional fee. 

HEXAGONAL MODEL ROUND ENCLOSED MODEL ROUND MODEL 

GPPH GPPRENC GPPR 
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WIND / PRIVACY SCREENING 

Tennis Court Screening, Wind Screen, Privacy Screen, Batter’s Eye, and  

other forms of fence screening products are available in many colors, styles, 

and sizes. Wind Screen offers many benefits to your facility including wind 

and noise reduction, increased privacy, improved player focus and concen-

tration, as well as enhancement of facility appearance. 

6’ and 9’ heights are standard while custom heights are available upon  

request (center reinforcement is standard for 9’ heights). Lengths are  

typically 50’ – 70’ while custom sizes are also available. If you are in a high 

wind area, you might want to consider air vents cut into the screen to take 

the stress load off of the fence. 

Our VCP (Vinyl Coated Polyester) wind screening resists shrinkage and is 

highly abrasion resistant. It is available in dark green or 10 other special 

order colors. Four ply hems are standard and #2 brass grommets are 

spaced every 12” on center.   

Advertising signage can be screened directly onto the material. 

WIND SCREENING MODEL 

VCP 

ULTRA-CROSS KNOTLESS NETTING 

For future installations of tension netting and semi-permanent backstop netting where maximum spectator 

visibility is vital, PlayersGoal® will be offering its customers new knotless netting called Ultra-Cross.   

Thanks to the knotless pattern and high-strength lightweight fiber of Ultra-Cross™ , fans will be afforded a 

much clearer view of the action on the field.  Due to its lightweight fibers, Ultra-Cross™ has the potential of 

reducing installation costs as related to structural requirements thus offering improved spectator visibility 

at a lower cost. 
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PORTABLE BALL SAFETY SYSTEMS 

This base plate system is completely portable and perfect for 

facilities who desire the capability of moving their netting  

system, or for those with existing fields who do not have the  

luxury of installing a ground sleeve based system.   

Simply pull the locking pin connection and the aluminum pole 

and base plate separate making transport and storage of your 

system quick and simple.  Two standard yellow sand bags are 

also included for weight down purposes with each assembly.  

PORTABLE BALL SAFETY MODELS  

PGTFBSS208PORT 8’ HIGH, 2” POLE 

PGTFBSS210PORT 10’ HIGH, 2” POLE 

TENSION NETTING SYSTEMS 

Tension ball safety netting systems are utilized in many applications, but mainly as  

protective netting systems for baseball and softball backstops, particularly in stadium  

applications where line of spectator sight is particularly important.  They are comprised of 

hardware that is connected to a structural element to which cabling is attached and  

tensioned for support purposes.  Lastly, the netting is attached to the cabling with both a 

rope binding and zip ties for increased durability.   

The design options with tension ball safety netting 

systems are infinite as long as there is a properly 

engineered support structure in place to handle the 

load of the cabling and netting when tensioned.  

TENSION NETTING MODEL 

PGTFBSSTN 
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POLY CAP

There is no substitute for safety, visibility, durability and  
beautification of your playing facility. The bright yellow color provides a high  
contrast visual, allowing players an extra margin for safety. Poly Cap is weather  
treated, UV protected and comes with a 2 year warranty.   

Poly Cap is available in Yellow or Green. Poly 
Cap comes pre-slit for easy installation with  

18” cable ties (sold separately).  
100’ ROLL MODEL 200’ ROLL MODEL 

PC100 PC200 

FENCE GUARD™ 

The PlayersGoal® Fence Guard™ is a lightweight but durable U.V.  
resistant fence protection system.  The Fence Guard comes in a variety of  
colors and two different thicknesses, standard and premium. 
 

Standard Colors:  Yellow, Red, White, Blue & Orange  
Premium Colors, including:  Dark Green, Red, & Blue 

STANDARD MODEL PREMIUM MODEL 

FENCEGS FENCEGS 

FENCING SYSTEM MODEL PADDING MODEL 

PGLGSPORTAFENCE PGLGSPORTAFENCEPAD 

SPORTAFENCE 

SportaFence is  the portable fencing solution that allows a facility to place temporary barriers wherever need-
ed.  The support legs are made from 2” square steel and weigh 25lbs each.  Each fence panel is constructed 

from 1/8” stamped aluminum with double reinforced bends.  Each panel weighs 35lbs.  Each section spans 

roughly 9’11” from support to support and a total height of 3’ 5”. 
 

The SportaFence is powder coated for durable long lasting  finish available in a variety of colors.  
 
For added safety, we also offer a pad that can be  
attached to one side of each section.  The pad  
measures the full length and height of the fence,  
hiding both the fence panel and the support legs;  
it is attached via a combination of grommets and  
hook and loop strips. 
 
Each pad is covered with our standard 18oz High  
UVProtected vinyl, available in multiple colors and  
are an excellent location for advertising graphics,  
team logos, etc. 
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POLYBOARD BENCH MODELS 

PGLG-TTPY POLYBOARD TEAM BENCH, TWO-TIER SEATING, PERMANENT OR PORTABLE 

PGLG-STPY-BRPT POLYBOARD TEAM BENCH, SINGLE-TIER SEATING, W/BACK REST, PORTABLE 

PGLG-STPY-NBPT POLYBOARD TEAM BENCH, SINGLE-TIER SEATING, PORTABLE 

PGLG-STPY-BRSP POLYBOARD TEAM BENCH, SINGLE-TIER SEATING, W/BACK REST, PERMANENT 

PGLG-STPY-NBSP POLYBOARD TEAM BENCH, SINGLE-TIER SEATING, PERMANENT 
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ALUMINUM BENCH MODELS 

PGLG-TTAL ALUMINUM TEAM BENCH, TWO-TIER SEATING, PERMANENT OR PORTABLE 

PGLG-STAL-BRPT ALUMINUM TEAM BENCH, SINGLE-TIER SEATING, W/BACK REST, PORTABLE 

PGLG-STAL-NBPT ALUMINUM TEAM BENCH, SINGLE-TIER SEATING, PORTABLE 

PGLG-STAL-BRSP ALUMINUM TEAM BENCH, SINGLE-TIER SEATING, W/BACK REST, PERMANENT 

PGLG-STAL-NBSP ALUMINUM TEAM BENCH, SINGLE-TIER SEATING, PERMANENT 

SINGLE & TWO-TIER TEAM BENCHES 
These team benches are designed for both two-tier  

and single tier seating and consist of a powder  

coated steel frame with synthetic polyboard planking  

or aluminum planking, each variety guaranteed to  

never warp or crack.   

The steel frame powder coat, aluminum planking and  

synthetic polyboard come in a variety of standard  

colors to choose from. 

Single-Tier benches are available with or without a  

back rest. 

All benches are available in a permanent or portable  

format at  8’, 10’, 12’ & 15’ lengths.   
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WING MODELS WITHOUT WING MODELS 

PGLGFP415 / PGLGFP415PL PGLGFP415 / PGLGFP415PL 

PGLGFP420 / PGLGFP420PL PGLGFP420 / PGLGFP420PL 

PGLGFP630 / PGLGFP630PL PGLGFP630 / PGLGFP630PL 

PGLGFP415 / PGLGFP415PL PGLGFP415 / PGLGFP415PL 
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FOUL POLES 

PlayersGoal® baseball/softball foul poles are manufactured from 4” 

or 6” aluminum pipe and are available in standard above ground 

heights of 15’, 20’, 30’ and 40’. All foul poles are powder coated yel-

low, utilize ground sleeves with corresponding caps or a base plate 

mounting system for a semi-permanent install, and are available with 

or without a wing.  Standard wings start 8’ above finished grade and 

consist of 1/8” stamped aluminum sheet with double reinforced bends 

making them much more durable and longer lasting than weaker com-

petitive mesh products.  

BASE & MOUND COVERS 

PlayersGoal® utilizes 14oz. reinforced vinyl, joined with heat welded 

seams to prevent leakage.  All of our covers are mildew resistant with 

stainless steel or brass grommets located every 3 feet around the pe-

rimeter.  Stakes are provided, to anchor the tarps at the grommet loca-

tions.   

Standard color is Forest Green, 13 other colors available. 

BASE & MOUND MODELS  

PMC20 PITCHERS MOUND 

PMC30 PITCHERS MOUND 

HPC26 HOME PLATE 

HPC30 HOME PLATE 

BC OTHER BASES 

PITCHING SCREENS 

PlayersGoal® pitching screens provide optimal  

protection for Coaches and Players who are pitching for 

baseball and softball batting practice. These screens are 

made of 1 5/8", galvanized steel powder-coated green. The 

nets are #36 Twisted, Knotted Nylon, with a rope border.  

The Pitching Screen has a 3' X 3' cutout, offering more 

pitcher protection than the traditional 3.5' X 3.5'.  

Pillow case style slip-on nets.  

The wheel kit can be purchased separately.  
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DUGOUT FLOORING 

PlayersGoal® is your one stop source for dugout flooring, built with 
the same material and design of our weight room flooring. The dugout 
flooring ranged in thickness: 3/8”, 1/2” and 3/4” and a wide color or 

selection is available if you want to vary from the basic black. 

DUGOUT FLOORING MODEL 

WSH487238B WSH487238C 

WSH487212B WSH487212C 

CANTILEVER MODELS  

PGLGBBT 13’ H x 14’ W x 75’ L, MILL ALUMINUM FINISH 

PGLGBBT-P 13’ H x 14’ W x 75’ L, POWDER COATED FINISH 

PGLGSBT 13’ H x 14’ W x 55’ L, MILL ALUMINUM FINISH 

PGLGSBT-P 13’ H x 14’ W x 55’ L, POWDER COATED FINISH 

BATTING TUNNELS 

PlayersGoal® manufactures both a cantilever and overhead style 
of baseball/softball batting tunnel. Both are constructed of heavy  
duty rolled aluminum tube with a net offset to help minimize the 
safety risks associated with baseball/softball ricochet. All standard 
batting tunnels come with a black #36 nylon 1-3/4” square mesh 

net with entrance/exit, block pulley system, corresponding ground 
sleeves with caps and net extension arms to ensure the net  
remains taut and secured to the ground.  
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OVERHEAD MODELS  

PGLGOBT-BS BASEBALL, SINGLE OVERHEAD, MILL ALUMINUM FINISH 

PGLG0BT-BS-P BASEBALL, SINGLE OVERHEAD, POWDER COATED FINISH 

PGLGOBT-BD BASEBALL, DOUBLE OVERHEAD, MILL ALUMINUM FINISH 

PGLG0BT-BD-P BASEBALL, DOUBLE OVERHEAD, POWDER COATED FINISH 

PGLGOBT-BT BASEBALL, TRIPLE OVERHEAD, MILL ALUMINUM FINISH 

PGLG0BT-BT-P BASEBALL, TRIPLE OVERHEAD, POWDER COATED FINISH 

PGLGOBT-SS SOFTBALL, SINGLE OVERHEAD, MILL ALUMINUM FINISH 

PGLG0BT-SS-P SOFTBALL, SINGLE OVERHEAD, POWDER COATED FINISH 

PGLGOBT-SD SOFTBALL, DOUBLE OVERHEAD, MILL ALUMINUM FINISH 

PGLG0BT-SD-P SOFTBALL, DOUBLE OVERHEAD, POWDER COATED FINISH 

PGLGOBT-ST SOFTBALL, TRIPLE OVERHEAD, MILL ALUMINUM FINISH 

PGLG0BT-ST-P SOFTBALL, TRIPLE OVERHEAD, POWDER COATED FINISH 
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CUBBIES & STORAGE UNITS 

Long Gone™  Storage units are the answer for game day dugout storage. Each unit is manufactured from 

3/4” exterior marine grade plywood with hardwood ash edges, assembled with stainless steel hardware and  

finished with an exterior grade water-based polyurethane for added durability and year round resistance to the 

elements. 

Standard designs include the standard Stand-Up Unit, Coat Rack and Shelf Unit, and a Coat Rack and Helmet 

Storage Unit.   

STAND-UP UNIT 

The Stand-Up unit consists of 16 helmet storage bays and 8 bat storage bays.  A lockable side door allows for 

secure storage inside the base of the unit as well.  Standard dimensions are 60” wide by 90” high, the bottom 

depth is 36” and the top depth is 18”.  Custom sizes are available. 

STAND-UP UNIT VINYL COVER 

An exterior grade vinyl cover is available for Stand-Up units 

COAT RACK & HELMET STORAGE 

The Coat Rack & Helmet Storage Shelf comes standard at an 8’ 

length but can be made to fit any length dugout.  8’ sections contain 

6 coat hangers and 6 helmet storage cubbies. 

COAT RACK & STORAGE HELF 

The Coat Rack & Storage Shelf comes standard at an 8’ length but 

can be made to fit any length dugout.  8’ sections contain 6 coat 

hangers and a 12” wide shelf. 

 

CUBBY MODELS  

PGLG-BH-CUBBY STAND-UP HELMET & BAT STORAGE UNIT 

PGLG-BH-CUBBY-COVER EXTERIOR VINYL COVER 

PGLG-CR-CUBBY HELMET & COAT RACK OVERHEAD STORAGE 

PGLG-CR-SHELF SHELF & COAT RACK OVERHEAD STORAGE 
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SYNTHETIC TURF BASES 

Baseball/softball fields as well as batting cage and 
bullpen areas are increasingly installing synthetic turf 
as the playing surface of choice. The change of the ath-
letic surface from natural grass to synthetic turf cre-
ates several field equipment installation challenges. 

Typically, field equipment such as bases, home plates 
and pitching rubbers are installed in ground anchors 
that require site excavation and/or concrete work. In 
synthetic turf applications, these ground anchors be-
come tripping hazards when the field is converted for 
multi-sport use or when the equipment is removed dur-
ing the off season for storage. Many times, the ground 
anchors are not capped properly making them difficult 
to find and/or clogged with infill material making the 
necessary installation and/or removal of the field 
equipment problematic. 

PlayersGoal® development of the Patent Pending  
TurfBase™ product line of official size bases, home 
plates and pitching rubbers addresses all of the above 
issues and more.  No ground anchor installation is nec-
essary making installation and/or removal a snap. The 
durable all rubber construction of the products in-
cludes mesh reinforcement with specially designed 
pegs molded into the underside that grip the turf and 
infill material preventing lateral movement, while still 
allowing for an upwards vertical lift caused by an above 
average impact such as a slide. 

TurfBase™ also allows for the conversion of any syn-
thetic turf surface to a baseball/softball application 
providing an easily installed/removed, cost effective 
solution, for multi-sport athletic playing fields, parks & 
recreation facilities. 

BASE MODEL PITCHING RUBBER MODEL HOME PLATE MODEL DOUBLE BASE MODEL 

PGLGTURFBASE-SINGLE PGLGTURFBASEPR PGLGTURFBASEHP PGLGTURFBASEDB 
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PORTA-PITCH PORTABLE 
PITCHER’S MOUND 

The Porta-Pitch unit is manufactured out of seven 

(7) structural aluminum sections covered with an 

outdoor rated sheathing, a 1/4” rubber impact 

pad and factory installed red clay colored or 

green colored synthetic turf with a thatch layer. 

The main center section includes a clay infilled 

strip that allows for complete pitcher follow 

through and an official size, 6”W x 24”L, four (4) 

sided professional removable and rotatable pitch-

er’s rubber. The main center section also con-

tains six (6) retractable wheels and an attachable 

tow hitch allowing for quick and easy movement 

of the Porta-Pitch unit on and off the field. The surrounding sections can be stacked on top of an optional 

transport cart providing for faster setup and breakdown of the Porta-Pitch and more compact storage. When 

fully assembled, the Porta-Pitch mimics an official size, 18’ diameter portable baseball pitcher’s mound, 

meeting both the 10” height and slope to finished grade requirements, while providing maximum playability at 

all levels of competition. 

The new Porta-Pitch product design features allow for it to be set directly on the synthetic turf or natural 

grass field, as well as be installed and removed with only two (2) to three (3) people in under 15 minutes and 

all without the use of foundation anchors and/or heavy equipment. This allows for quick changeovers of the 

field with minimal maintenance, personnel and ground rework required. More importantly, it eliminates the 

need for time consuming and messy all clay built mounds that must be fully constructed and removed in the 

field by hand.  

The Porta-Pitch provides a durable and cost effective alternative for all multi-use baseball facilities looking to 

maximize the use of their playing surface for alternative events that require removal of their pitcher’s mound. 

PORTA-PITCH MODELS 

PGLGPRTPTCH-RC 18’ DIAMETER RED CLAY SYNTHETIC TURF 

PGLGPRTPTCH-GR 18’ DIAMETER GREEN SYNTHETIC TURF 
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ADVANTAGE XI® FOOTBALL GOALS 

The Advantage XI® football goal posts are heavy duty, all  

aluminum single support, 6’ or 8’ offset gooseneck designs.  

All models are: 

 Available in:               Ground sleeve mounted 

                                   Base plate mounted 

 Available with either:  College/Pro Crossbar (18' 6” wide) 

                                    High School Crossbar (23' 4” wide)  

 Available in:   Yellow Powder Coated Finish 

                       White Powder Coated Finish 

 Available with either:  20’ Uprights (standard) 

                                   30’ Uprights 

To meet the increasing demand for versatility in multi-use athletic fields we’ve 

developed 2 different solutions.  The first is an expandable college/high school 

crossbar which is available for all Advantage XI® football goal posts.  The second 

is a new revolution in goal design.  Our rotating / hinged football goal post is a 

ground sleeve mounted goal capable of being safely handled by one person.   

Rotation takes less than a minute, allowing a coach, athletic director, field 

maintenance personnel, etc modify the field configuration without the need of a 

team of people.  Simply rotate the goal out of the way for Soccer Games.  If the 

goal needs to be removed it can be lowered down safely by one person and taken 

away by as little as 3 or 4 people. 

 COLLEGE / PRO HIGH SCHOOL EXPANDABLE 

6’ OFFSET 
20’ UPRIGHTS 

PGGP4100 

PGGP4100PL 

PGGP4300 

PGGP4300PL 

PGGP4200 

PGGP4200PL 

6’ OFFSET 
30’ UPRIGHTS 

PGGP4103 

PGGP4103PL 

PGGP4303 

PGGP4303PL 

PGGP4203 

PGGP4203PL 

8’ OFFSET 
20’ UPRIGHTS 

PGGP4180 

PGGP4180PL 

PGGP4180RH 

PGGP4380 

PGGP4380PL 

PGGP4380RH 

PGGP4280 

PGGP4280PL 

PGGP4280RH 

8’ OFFSET 
30’ UPRIGHTS 

PGGP4183 

PGGP4183PL 

PGGP4183RH 

PGGP4383 

PGGP4383PL 

PGGP4383RH 

PGGP4283 

PGGP4283PL 

PGGP4283RH 

PL = Plate Mounted                 RH = Rotating / Hinged Goal 
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FOOTBALL GOAL POST PADDING 

Both round and hexagonal style light pole and football goal 

post pads are available. Each are covered in a heavy coated 

vinyl laminated polyester fabric that has a  weight of 19 oz. 

per square yard.  The standard pad height is six feet and 

has a full length hook and loop closure for easy installation 

(grommet closure available upon request). The PGG-

P4590RFULL is a vinyl enclosed pad having vinyl on both 

the outside and the inside of the enclosure.   

All pads are designed to be used in conjunction with any 

Advantage XI® series football goal post. 

HEXAGONAL MODEL ROUND MODEL ENCLOSED ROUND MODEL 

PGGP4590H PGGP4590RPART PGGP4590RFULL 

FOOTBALL DUMMIES 

Hand Shield:  The Hand Shield provides a curved hitting area for 

quick mobility drills.  The shield is made with a durable 19oz  

double coated vinyl , with heavy grade webbing with polyethylene 

foam inserts, and 4” thick HI Impact Foam.  24” x 16” x 4”  

8” HALF ROUND:  The Half Round teaches players to maintain 

quick foot work along with maintaining the correct football  

position with heads up.  Also can double for drill markers and 

lanes, and can be used as a standup dummy.  (2) Handles on the 

back.  The Half Round is made with our durable 19oz double  

coated vinyl, 8” thick HI Impact Foam. 

8” TRAPEZOIDAL SHAPE:  The Trap teaches players to maintain quick foot work along with maintaining 

the correct football position with heads up. Also can double for drill markers and lanes, and can be used as a 

standup dummy.  (2) Handles on the back.  The Trapezoidal Shape is made with a durable 19oz double  

coated vinyl, 8” thick HI Impact Foam. 

RECTANGULAR SHIELD:  Football Body Shield is a rectangular HI Impact Foam body shield perfect for  

impact football drills. Whether teaching a ball-carrier to roll off tacklers or teaching proper rush techniques, 

these shields are a valuable practice tool.  Made with our durable 19oz double coated vinyl, 6” thick HI  

Impact Foam, an (2) Handles on the back. 

FOREARM SHIELDS:  The curved forearm shield Features a rolled foam core that won't sag, extra  

heavy-duty 19 oz. double- coated vinyl, double ply multiple stitched handles that won't rip away. Forearm han-

dle made with stretch elastic that will fit any size forearm.  Product comes in a set of (2).  

PYLONS:  Features: Sold in sets of (4) or (6). No anchor system required. Sets into place immediately-stands 

by itself! Features foam filler with a weighted bottom. Bright, Visible Fluorescent Safety orange color. 
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ADVANTAGE XI® SOCCER GOAL 

The Advantage XI® aluminum square post and round 

faced  soccer goals are designed with the end user in 

mind. 

By replacing failure prone light gauge steel tubing with 

high strength TIG welded aluminum, weld joint failures 

are virtually eliminated.  In addition, the powder coated 

white finish will ensure premium protection from the 

elements for years of competition.  Unlike other soccer 

goals, the Advantage XI® goals utilize a one piece back 

ground bar and unique welded in place net attachment system.  Thanks to this net attachment system there 

are no more complicated loops, vinyl strips or plastic parts to be lost and replaced and its guaranteed for the 

life of the goal. 

 REGULATION MODELS YOUTH MODELS WHEEL KITS 

SQUARE FACED PGSG4900 
PGSG71S 

PGSG618S 
PGSG4905 

ROUND FACED PGSG4950 
PGSG721R 

PGSG618S 
PGSG4955 

INTERNATIONAL PGSG4950INT   

  PGSG612  

ADVANTAGE XI® SOCCER GOAL MOBILITY KIT 

The Advantage XI® integrated, on-board mobility 

kit, eliminates both add-on wheels that are easily 

misplaced and permanent side-mounted wheels 

that can be dangerous and in the way of play.   

By utilizing an easy to use retractable stainless 

steel slide housing and nylon roller wheel system 

permanently mounted inside the front posts,  

Advantage XI® eliminates unnecessary add-on 

components ensuring safer movement of the goal. 

ADVANTAGE XI® SOCCER GOAL 

The Advantage XI® integrated, on-board mobility kit, eliminates both  

add-on wheels that are easily misplaced and permanent side-mounted 

wheels that can be dangerous and in the way of play.   

By utilizing an easy to use retractable stainless steel slide housing and  

nylon roller wheel system permanently mounted inside the front posts,  

Advantage XI® eliminates unnecessary add-on components ensuring safer 

movement of the goal. 
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ADVANTAGE XI® FIELD HOCKEY GOAL 

The Advantage XI® Field Hockey Goal is built with TIG welded joints, 

single piece side frames, and utilizes marine grade plywood for its 

bottom boards to provide a long lasting quality goal.  As with the  

Advantage XI® Soccer Goal, the Field Hockey Goal sports integrated 

net fasteners and an available mobility kit that utilizes durable,  

retractable nylon rollers instead of inflatable tires.  

 Regulation inside dimensions: 12’L x 7’H x 4’D 

 TIG welded joints ensure superior durability 

 Single piece side frames reduce installation time and  

points of failure 

 Horizontal support members on top, rear, and bottom  

for better stability 

 Durable, long lasting, marine grade plywood 18”H painted  

black bottom boards 

 Meets and/or exceeds FIH specifications, rules and requirements 

 Includes Black 1-3/4” Square Mesh Nylon Net 

GOAL MODEL MOBILITY KIT MODEL SAFETY CLAMP MODEL 

PGFHG PGFHGWK PGFHG-CLAMP 

ADVANTAGE XI® FIELD HOCKEY GOAL MOBILITY KIT 

The Advantage XI® Field Hockey Goal Mobility Kit allows you to move your 

field hockey goal safely with only 2 people.  When not in use the kit stows 

away in a recessed position at the back of the goal, keeping it out of possible 

play and as far away from players as possible.  Its made of  durable stainless 

steel and is powder coated for a long lasting finish. 

ADVANTAGE XI® FIELD HOCKEY GOAL SAFETY CLAMP 

Safety is key with PlayersGoal® and as such we’ve taken our Soccer Goal Safety Clamp System and adapted 

it for use with our Field Hockey Goals allowing the goal to be secured to the ground and preventing accidental 

tipping or movement of the goal. 
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ADVANTAGE XI® LACROSSE GOAL 

The Advantage XI® Lacrosse Goal is built with TIG welded joints 

and features a uniquely designed creased flat-iron base for better 

goal stability.   

In addition to meeting regulation dimensions (6’ x 6’ face) it sup-

ports all playing field surfaces and offers flexible mounting op-

tions for portable and semi-permanent installation. 

 Regulation inside dimensions - 6’ x 6’ goal face 

 TIG welded joints ensure superior durability 

 Uniquely designed, creased flat-iron base for better  

      goal stability 

 Supports all playing field surfaces with the same Goal 

 Superior powder coated orange paint finish 

FLEXIBLE MOUNTING OPTIONS 

 Integrated flat-irons for increased portability over any  

playing field surface 

 Stainless steel anchoring pins for semi-permanent installation  

on natural grass 

HEAVY DUTY FLAT-IRON BASE DESIGN 

 Better goal stability without interfering with play 

 Extra wide with unique crease for enhanced field contact  

and stability 

 Robust end plate keeps flat-irons in place even in the roughest  

playing conditions 

 Portable and semi-permanent mounts using the same goal 

 Heavy steel construction maintains low center of gravity. 

GOAL MODEL 

PGLCG 
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JUMPZONE® 

JumpZone® and DURAZone® field event  

protective padding pole vault pit and high jump pit 

landing systems are manufactured from an 19 oz. 

heavy coated vinyl polyester exterior that has a 

high tear and tensile strength with an inner 

“honeycomb” polyurethane foam core consisting of 

several different layers providing for the longest 

lasting design possible.  This combined with  

double stitched seams, 8” hook & loop attachment reinforcement between sections, 2” nylon web handles, 

buckles, stainless steel snap hooks and “D” rings, results in a landing pad system with superior durability and 

weathering characteristics.  The 2” top foam pad is covered with a heavy duty vinyl coated polyester mesh 

which is UV and spike resistant.  All landing pad systems are designed with the safety of the athlete in mind, 

and meet and/or exceed the NFHS, NCAA and IAAF specifications, rules and requirements.  All JumpZone® 

and DURAZone® systems have a ten (10) year warranty on seams, handles, and hardware attachments.  

JumpZone® and DURAZone® field event protective padding landing  

systems include a 2” mesh covered top foam pad available in Red, Blue, 

Green, Gold, Black and Gray, except Champion Bronze models which have 

a mesh skirt top only.  Optional all weather covers and ground covers are 

also manufactured from 18 oz. heavy coated vinyl polyester for superior 

durability and weathering characteristics; manufactured to form fit all 

field event protective padding models.  

DURAZONE® 

DURAZone® Protective High Jump and Pole Vault Landing Pits are 

the first and only to incorporate a one of a kind, lightweight synthetic 

drainage system that not only increases the life of the pad, but has  

significant impact resistance characteristics as well. 

DURAZone®’s advanced synthetic drainage layer provides rapid  

water evacuation both vertically and laterally, wicking water away from 

the bottom of the pads.  The unique structural pattern of the DURAZone® synthetic drainage system  

increases airflow under your pads, allowing the water to evaporate quickly so you no longer have to worry 

about excessive and prolonged ponding of water. 

The result: protecting and extending the life of your pits without the problems of mildew, 

fungus growth, or rotting, while also adding another element of impact resistance leading to 

a safer overall level of competition for the athlete. 

The polypropylene beaded structure used in the DURAZone® synthetic drainage system are 

expanded and melded together to make an extremely durable yet permeable, lightweight  

material, offering both quick, lasting drainage and outstanding energy absorption all in one. 

DURAZone® costs significantly less than the usual cumbersome platform drainage system found in today’s 

market.  Not only does it cost less, but no separate installation is necessary!  DURAZone®’s synthetic  

drainage layer is integrated into the pad.  No longer do you have to worry about the hassle of moving your pits 

separately from your platform drainage system.  This saves time, and wear and tear on the pits,  

minimizing the potential for damage. 
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POLE VAULT LANDING PITS 

 JUMPZONE® DURAZONE® HEIGHT 

NFHS PV2021H CHAMPION SILVER PV2021HDZ CHAMPION SILVER 28” 

NFHS PV2021L CHAMPION BRONZE PV2021LDZ CHAMPION BRONZE 26” 

NFHS / NCAA PV224H NATIONAL PV2224HDZ NATIONAL 32” 

NFHS PV2224L CHAMPION GOLD PV2224LDZ CHAMPION GOLD 28” 

NCAA / IAAF PV2227H INTERNATIONAL PV2227HDZ INTERNATIONAL 32” 

NFHS / NCAA / IAAF PV2230H INTERNATIONAL PLUS PV2230HDZ INTERNATIONAL PLUS 32” 
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HIGH JUMP LANDING PITS 

 JUMPZONE® DURAZONE® HEIGHT 

NFHS / NCAA PV2021H CHAMPION SILVER PV2021HDZ CHAMPION SILVER 28” 

NFHS / NCAA PV2021L CHAMPION BRONZE PV2021LDZ CHAMPION BRONZE 26” 

NFHS / NCAA / IAAF PV2230H INTERNATIONAL PLUS PV2230HDZ INTERNATIONAL PLUS 32” 

NFHS HJ168 CHALLENGER HJ168DZ CHALLENGER 26” 

NFHS/NCAA HJ1810 NATIONAL HJ180DZ NATIONAL 28” 

NFHS/NCAA/IAAF HJ2014 INTERNATIONAL HJ2014DZ INTERNATIONAL 28” 

ACCESSORIES 

PVPBANG272303016 ANGLED BASE PROTECTOR PADS 

PVPREC642416 RECTANGULAR BASE PROTECTOR PADS 

PVPBSC PLANTING BOX SAFETY COLLAR 

ACCESSORIES 

HJBP BASE PROTECTOR PADS 

CUSTOMIZABLE! 
Each Landing Pit is available in a wide array of colors and can be customized with graphics 

and lettering. 

With the exception of the Champion Bronze Pole Vault Pits, all pits use a 2” mesh covered 

top foam pad which is only available in the following colors:  Purple, Red, Blue, Green, Gold, 

Black and Gray. 

Protective Weather Covers are also constructed from standard 19oz vinyl. 
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NON-ELEVATED SCORER’S TABLE 

PlayersGoal® is proud to present the Coach's  

Corner Scorer's Table. The Scorer's Table is a portable 

game time unit designed for college's with numerous 

athletic fields in mind. No more building and tearing 

down of temporary protection to accommodate a sports 

event. Just move the lightweight, all aluminum Scorer's 

Table into place for the game, when completed move it 

back into storage until needed again. 

The Coach’s Corner Scorer’s Table has several options; 

plexi-glass protection front & rear, custom coloring for 

both the protective padding and  frame, as well as  

custom lettering.  

 ELEVATED SCORER’S TABLE 

The Elevated-Portable Coach's Corner Scorer's Table is a  

portable unit designed for not only college's with multiple fields 

but also to provide officials or coaches with a bird’s eye view of 

the action.  Perfect for day-to-day coaching activities as well as 

for game time the Elevated system makes it easy to view the  

action. 

In addition the integrated mobility wheel kit system ensures that 

wherever the unit is needed it can quickly and easily be moved 

with minimal concern for potential turf damage. 

The Coach’s Corner Scorer’s Table has several options;  

plexi-glass protection front & rear, custom coloring for both the 

protective padding and  frame, as well as custom lettering. 

CALL US FOR DETAILS 

Our in-house manufacturing capability allows us to provide you with either a standard Scorer’s Table or one 

custom built to meet your needs. 
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PlayersGoal® offers a wide variety of gym / arena  

padding to meet the needs of your facility.  Our  

manufacturing capabilities allow for custom pad sizes,  

designs, and attachment methods to suit your needs. 

All PlayersGoal® indoor padding is designed to meet ASTM 

F2440 safety requirement standards; providing a safer envi-

ronment for your athletes. 

Over the past two decades our padding has been installed in 

thousands of facilities from small high school gymnasiums to 

major universities and professional sports arenas.   

CHOOSING THE BEST PADDING FOR YOUR FACILITY 

The first step in choosing padding for your facility is to determine whether 

the pads are going to be permanently installed or removed on a regular  

basis.  This choice will affect your wall mounting options, other options 

such as color, fire retardant padding, and graphics are available on all 

pads. 

 

PERMANENTLY INSTALLED AND REMOVABLE 

Many facilities will use a Z-Clip or W-Channel bracket mounted pad.  These 

pads tend to be wood backed and are great for use in multipurpose  

facilities that often have a need to use a wall for another function or simply wish to change the general  

appearance of the facility for a concert or theatrical performance.  The mounting is sturdy and allows the pads 

to be removed quickly. 

Other options are sewn pads with no backing.  They are lighter 

than wood backed padding making them easier to move.  Two 

standard attachment methods are available for sewn pads, a 

hook and loop strip system or a grommet based attachment  

system.   

A more permanent installation is the use of our 1” nailing margin 

pads to nail or screw the pads directly into the wall.   
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WOOD BACKED PADDING 

Wood Backed Padding has several mounting options.  The 

typical industry method of installing padding is to provide 

no hardware and simply nail/screw the pad to the  wall 

using a 1” lip at the top and bottom of the padding.   

While this method works well we at PlayersGoal®  believe 

there are better ways to install padding. 

W-CHANNEL MOUNTING OPTION 

The W-Channel bracket method uses a set of brackets at 

the top and bottom of the padding.  The brackets use a 

channel that holds the pad in using the 1” lip that would 

normally be used for screwing or nailing the pad to the 

wall.  The advantage of this method is that the brackets 

slide apart allowing easy removal and replacement of 

pads as individual panels become damaged and require 

repair or replacement. 

 

Z-CLIP MOUNTING OPTION 

The Z-Clip mounting system is a PlayersGoal®  

innovation.  The Z-Clip is mounted to the wall and to the 

back of the pad allowing the pads to be hung easily and 

provide an ‘invisible’  

installation.  The pads have no lip at the top or bottom (if 

using dual z-clip method) and the mounting hardware is 

installed entirely behind the pad, allowing for clean lines 

while maintaining an easy to hang, adjustable installation.   

Single and Dual Z-Clip options are available. Single Z-Clip 

uses a Z-Clip for the top of the pad and a bottom lip to 

nail/screw the pad into the wall.  Dual Z-Clip uses a Z-Clip 

at the top and bottom of the pad. 

SEWN PADDING 

There are two standard mounting systems for 

sewn padding, a grommet based system and a 

hook & loop strip based system. 

GROMMET MOUNTED OPTION 

The grommet system allows the pads to be 

hung via #2 grommets sewn into a 1 1/2  

integrated vinyl flap on the pad.  (grommet flap 

is included in the size of the pad) 

HOOK & LOOP MOUNTED OPTION 

The hook & loop strip 

system leaves one  strip 

on the wall and a  

corresponding strip on 

the pad, when the two are 

pressed together they 

form a seal, requiring a 

fair amount of force to 

pry them apart.  Strips 

would be placed at both 

the bottom and top of the pads.  These strips 

are generally mounted on the wall by a few 

screws and could be removed from the wall  

relatively easily.   

 

FIRE RETARDANT VS. 
STANDARD PADDING 

With fire safety in mind, we use the same fire 

retardant 14oz vinyl covering for all indoor  

padding.  Our fire retardant foam core option 

takes safety to the next level, meeting both the 

flame spread and smoke density requirements. 

Once you’ve chosen wood backed or sewn  

padding with corresponding mounting system, 

you must then indicate your need for either a 

standard 2” hi-impact foam core or Class “A” 

rated fire retardant foam core.  The Class “A” 

requirement for indoor padding is necessary in 

many states, please check individual state 

codes for compliance.  

Class A Tested September 2006: Commercial Testing  

Company, Dalton GA; Flame Spread <25 with actual score 

of 20; Smoke Density <450 with an actual score of 450. 
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CUTOUTS 

What do you do when you need to place a pad on a wall that has an outlet or fire 

alarm or some other area that can not be covered up?  You use a cutout to leave a 

hole in the pad for that area to remain exposed. 

Cutouts come in 2 forms, field installed and factory installed.  You can have us 

build the cutout into the pad designed for that space or we can provide you with 

premade cutout inserts to cover the exposed padding after a hole is cut.  

 The Field Cutout Insert is a PlayersGoal® exclusive allowing quick, easy  

adjustments to padding during installation. 

STANDARD PADDING 

ATTACHMENT WALL PAD COLUMN / POST PAD TAPERED COLUMN PAD 

GROMMET WGHI COGHI COGSTHI 

HOOK & LOOP WVHI COVHI COVSTHI 

SINGLE Z-CLIP WZHI COPZHI COPZ3THI 

DUAL Z-CLIP WZTBHI COPZTBHI COPZTB3THI 

1” NAILING MARGINS WCHI COPHI COP3THI 

FIRE RETARDANT PADDING 

ATTACHMENT WALL PAD COLUMN / POST PAD TAPERED COLUMN PAD 

GROMMET WGFR COGFR COGSTFR 

HOOK & LOOP WVFR COVFR COVSTFR 

SINGLE Z-CLIP WZFR COPZFR COPZ3TFR 

DUAL Z-CLIP WZTBFR COPZTBFR COPZTB3TFR 

1” NAILING MARGINS WCFR COPFR COP3TFR 

WCHANNEL Brackets are sold separately and used with the No Hardware or Single Z-Clip Pads 

Available in Multiple Colors, See 14oz Vinyl Color Chart for Details 

All Pads available in Custom Sizes up to 4’ Wide x 8’ High 

Gold Royal Blue 

Red Forest Green 

Purple 

Burgundy 

Navy Blue 

Grey 

White 

Black 

Kelley Green 

Orange Camel 

Sky Blue 

14OZ. VINYL COLORS                                                       Actual Colors May Vary from Samples  

MODEL NUMBERS 

WINSERT2 2 PLUG ELECTRICAL OUTLET 

WINSERT4 4 PLUG ELECTRICAL OUTLET 

WINSERTFA FIRE ALRM 

WINSERTUNIV UNIVERSAL INSERT 

WINSERTC CUSTOM 
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BEAM FACE STANDARD MODEL FIRE RETARDANT MODEL 

6”  IB6HI IB6FR 

8” IB8HI IB8FR 

10” IB10HI IB10FR 

12” IB12HI IB12FR 

STAGE MATS 

Storage in facilities is often at a premium 
and many facilities have storage access 
underneath their stages.   

PlayersGoal® has taken this into consid-
eration and offers a protective padding solution that won’t interfere with access 

to under stage storage.   

The mats fold at a 90 degree angle with a hook and loop or grommet attachment 
allowing the pad to be lifted up and gain access to storage doors.  The mats are 
made of a 1-1/4” high impact foam core and 14 oz vinyl covering. 

DASHERBOARD PADDING 

PlayersGoal® was the original provider of dasherboard  
padding for the sport of indoor arena football 20 years ago.  
Since that time we have provided dasherboard padding to 
over 50 indoor football teams throughout the country.   
Today, we offer the widest variety of pad styles available.  
The standard design involves an “L” shape that folds at a 90 

degree angle and extends up and over the top of the  
dasherboard to provide maximum protection to both the face 
and top surfaces.  These pads are available in both 3" and 5" 
thickness and heights of 42" and 48".   
Standard pad width is 8'. 

I-BEAM PADDING 

Steel I-Beams are a particularly dangerous hazards in a gymnasium setting. 

For a fast and easy solution, turn to PlayersGoal® I-Beam wraps.  
These pads wrap around the face and front edge of the I-Beam and attach 
with self adhesive Hook & Loop strips to the backside of the beam face. 

Customizing I-Beam pads is a necessity for many applications.  Each is  
different, consisting of custom heights, widths, cutouts, etc.   

These pads can be manufactured to meet the specific needs of each  
application, call us with custom measurements. 

All I-Beam pads are covered in 14 oz. Vinyl. 
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ENTHUSIASM IS CONTAGIOUS!  

GET THE SPIRIT GOING IN YOUR GYM WITH  
PLAYERSGOAL® GRAPHIC SPIRIT MATS.   

Superior graphics are the highlight of these 3-Dimensional mats. 

An exceptional display of your dedication to the protection of 
your athletes and the spirit of fans who help them win!  Choose 
from 10 standard designs, or create your own.  Each section is 
an individual component for easy replacement if damaged or vandalized.  Our innovative Z-clip attachment 
system results in no visible hardware when installed. 

DESIGN 1 DESIGN 2 DESIGN 3 DESIGN 4 

DESIGN 5 DESIGN 6 DESIGN 7 DESIGN 8 

DESIGN 9 DESIGN 10 

CUSTOM DESIGNED SPIRIT MATS ARE 
AVAILABLE.  CONTACT YOUR SALES  

MANAGER TODAY TO DISCUSS  
AVAILABLE OPTIONS AND PRICING. 

GRAPHIC SPIRIT MATS MODELS  

GSM HIGH IMPACT, 2 COLOR LOGO, 12 LETTERS & LAYOUT;                            SIZE: 12’W X 72”H X 3”D 

PGFHG HIGH IMPACT FOAM SIDE PANEL;                                                                  SIZE: 2’W X 6’H X 3”D 
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PlayersGoal® Bleacher Enclosures are custom built to 

your bleacher dimensions and provide a  

measure of protection from injury and vandalism.   

The Bleacher Enclosure is attached to the framework of 

your bleacher and as the rows of your bleacher fold atop 

each other the closure folds, like a curtain, and stores 

itself behind the bleachers.  Vinyl end curtains prevent 

unauthorized access to the understructure of your 

bleacher as well as preventing errant basketballs, volley-

balls, etc. from rolling into unsafe areas. 

PlayersGoal® Bleacher Enclosures come in  

several different sizes ranging from 4 tiers to 25 tiers. 

VINYL BLEACHER ENCLOSURES 
The vinyl bleacher enclosure consists of 19oz vinyl with #2 grommets located every 6” for hanging and  

attaching to mounting brackets.  All hardware to attach the enclosure to the bleacher and brackets is  

included; the customer must provide the hardware to attach the wall mount bracket.  

MESH BLEACHER ENCLOSURES 
Our mesh enclosures are the same design as the vinyl bleacher enclosures, with an eye toward the lighter 

weight necessary for larger bleacher systems, when rows exceed the 10-12 range.  The high strength, low 

weight mesh is a 13x11 construction made from a 100% woven vinyl-coated polyester.  By reducing the over-

all weight of the bleacher enclosure we minimize the load on the attachment system, ensuring ease of use 

and enhancing the useful life of the system. 

All hardware to attach enclosure to the bleacher is provided except for the hardware necessary to attach the 

wall mount bracket to the wall. 

CUSTOM BLEACHER PADDING 

In many gymnasiums space is at a premium and bleacher systems are a point of 

concern for safety. PlayersGoal® can create a custom set of pads to protect your 

students, athletes, or patrons from colliding with dangerous sharp edges, hard 

metal bars or exposed seating.  
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PlayersGoal® provides climbing wall “landing zone” 

mat protection in three varieties.  Climbing wall 

mats serve double duty by providing a  

measure of protection for those engaged in  

climbing or traversing while also serving to keep 

people off the wall or to provide wall protection.  

This product is ideal for multipurpose facilities 

(elementary school, recreation center, etc.)  

Portable landing zone mats can be moved around 

from one location to another and can used on top of 

other floor protection mats to provide a degree of 

extra cushioning.  Finally, our wide selection of 

foams and carpet bonded foam products (see next 

page) allow you to build a permanently padded floor 

to meet your custom requirements. 

 

CLIMBING WALL MATS 

PlayersGoal® climbing wall mats are designed to 

offer both floor and wall protection. They are hinged 

at the bottom and attached to the wall so they stay 

firmly in place at all times.  Each mat is 4’ wide and 

6’ high with custom sizes available upon request.  

The foam core consists of 1-1/4” cross-linked  

polyethylene and 1” of high impact foam for a total 

mat thickness of 2-1/2”.  These mats are made with 

tough 19 ounce vinyl and hook and loop strips on the 

sides to hold the mats together on the wall and floor. 

 

PORTABLE LANDING ZONE MATS 

PlayersGoal® Portable Landing Zone Mats (sometimes 

called crash pads or landing mats) are  

constructed with durable 19oz. heavy coated vinyl.  

Breather fabric is located around three sides.  Zippers 

make foam replacement a snap, while handles allow for 

easy handling.  A bonded top layer of 1 1/4" cross-linked 

polyethylene to a layer of high impact foam foam for a 

total thickness of either 4” or 6”. The polyethylene  

provides a firm landing surface while the high impact 

foam bottom layer provides cushioned support.  Our 

portable landing zone mats can be custom designed to 

your specifications for width, length, and total thickness.  

While a non-folding configuration is standard, we can 

also make them in a folding mat style upon request. 
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PlayersGoal® offers a wide variety of products so that you can build your own permanent padding floor.  

These products can be mixed and matched to offer the right amount of thickness and overall landing zone 

area to meet your custom needs.   

 

RAW FOAM PRODUCTS 

 Polyurethane foam 

 Bonded foam 

 Cross link polyethylene  

(rolls of 6’ x 42’ x 1.4” or1.5” or 2” thick) 

 Proethylene 

 

PRO X FLOOR 

This product combines 18 oz. low pile plush carpet 

laminated to cross-linked polyethylene foam.  This 

would be an ideal top layer for your custom perma-

nent floor.  Pro X Flooring comes in rolls that are 6’ 

x 42’ with three different thicknesses to choose 

from.  This product is available in blue/silver fibers, 

royal blue, navy, light grey, green, purple or red and 

comes with hook and loop strips to secure sections 

together.  

 

Please specify the thickness desired at time of order.  All rolls are 42’ 

long and 6’ wide.  It is also important to note that red, green, or purple 

are slightly more expensive than the other colors.   
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GYMNASTICS MATS 

PlayersGoal® offers a wide variety of  

gymnastics mats and related products including 

tumbling mats, landing mats, competition  

landing mats, landing pits, carpet bonded foam,  

aerobics mats, and cheerleader training  

protective floor mats. Choose from a wide variety 

of mats designed for specific gymnastics,  

aerobics, cheerleading and physical education 

activities. 

 

TUMBLING MATS 
From the Original Tumbler to the Elite Tumbler,  

PlayersGoal® offers a wide variety of tumbling mats to 

be used by all ages and skill levels.   

PlayersGoal® tumbling mats are constructed with 14 

oz. leather grain reinforced vinyl. The 14 ounce  

material is water resistant, anti-bacterial, and fire  

retardant.  PlayersGoal® tumbling mats come standard 

with hook & loop on the two short ends. Hook & loop 

strips on three or four sides is optional.  

 

ORIGINAL TUMBLER  

The Original Tumbler is perfect for the beginner and elementary school level. This mat is constructed with 2" 

high impact foam, which gives a soft cushioned surface to tumble on. These mats are available in a folding 

(folds in 2' sections) or non-folding style.  CAUTION: Many schools opt to place hook & loop attached tumbling 

mats on gym wall for protection. While this allows the mats to serve “double duty” do not remove mats for use 

in other areas if play continues and wall contact is possible.  

 

PRO TUMBLER  

The Pro Tumbler allows the intermediate/advanced tumbler to develop their tumbling skills on a firmer sur-

face than the Original Tumbler.  The Pro Tumbler is constructed with 1 1/4" firm cross-linked polyethylene 

foam.  These mats are available in a folding (folds in 2' sections) or non-folding style. 

 

ELITE TUMBLER  

The Elite Tumbler provides the best of all worlds.  The Elite Tumbler is constructed with combination foam 

core consisting of 1 1/4" firm cross-linked polyethylene foam on top with a 1” layer of high impact foam un-

derneath. For a total of a 2 1/4” pad.  This provides you with a firm landing surface as well as additional 

cushioning.  These mats are available in a folding configuration only (folds in 2' sections). 
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AEROBIC/DAY MATS  

PlayersGoal® Aerobic/Day Mats are  

perfect for all age groups from day care  

resting mats to adult aerobics. PlayersGoal® 

Aerobic/Day Mats are constructed with 14 oz. 

leather grain vinyl, and are  

available with 1" or 2" high impact foam.  

Non-folding only.   

 

LANDING/TRAINING MATS  

PlayersGoal® Landing/Training Mats are  

constructed with durable 19 oz. heavy coated 

vinyl. The high impact foam core provides a 

thick cushioned landing zone. Breather fabric 

is located around three sides. Zippers make 

foam replacement a snap, while handles allow 

for easy handling.  

Custom sizes and thickness are available upon 

request. 

 

 

COMPETITION LANDING MATS  

PlayersGoal® Competition Landing Mats are 

constructed identically to our Landing / Train-

ing Mats with the exception of the foam core. 

We bond a top layer of 1 1/4" firm  

cross-linked polyethylene foam to a layer of 

high impact foam. The polyethylene provides a 

firm landing surface while the high impact 

foam bottom layer provides cushioned  

support.  PlayersGoal® Competition Landing 

Mats are available in 4 3/4" thickness (or any 

custom thickness desired). 

 

 

 

PRO X FLOOR 

This product combines 18 oz. low pile plush carpet laminated to cross-linked polyethylene foam.  This would 

be an ideal top layer for your custom permanent floor.  Please note that red, green, or purple are slightly more 

expensive than the other colors 

See Page 35 for part numbers & further details. 
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WRESTLING MATS 

If you are looking for a wrestling mat, mat  
reconditioning, off season conditioning mat, wrestling 
room wall padding, or other wrestling related products 

you have come to the right place! PlayersGoal® has over 
20 years experience in the wrestling and wall mat  

business.  PlayersGoal® offers you the widest variety of 
sizes and options available anywhere.  You pick the size, 
thickness, color, lettering, logos, and other mat options 
that are perfect for your needs.  
 

FOAM CORE CHOICES 

PlayersGoal® offers three foam cores for you to choose 
from.  The 1” thick 600S (.75 lbs. per square foot) is the 

most popular and is suitable for high school and college 
requirements. The 1.25” thick 625S (1 lb. per square 

foot) has the same physical properties as the 600S but 
with additional thickness to provide extra impact protec-
tion.  The 1.5” thick 650S (1.5 lbs. per square foot) is 

suitable for Greco-Roman and Free-Style wrestling. 
 

SIZE REQUIREMENTS 

NFHS (HIGH SCHOOL RULES):  

For a high school, regulation size is a minimum 
of 38’ x 38’ mat with a minimum of a 28’ circle. 

There must be a minimum protection area (out of 
bounds) of 5’ surrounding wrestling circle.  A 10’ 

wrestling circle and starting lines are required.   
 

NCAA (COLLEGE RULES):  

NCAA rules require a minimum wrestling circle 
between 32' and 42’ in diameter.  A minimum 

protection area (out of bounds) of 5’ surrounding 

the wrestling circle is required.  While a 10’ circle 

is optional, starting lines are required.  
 

CONFIGURATIONS 

Wrestling mats can be customized to your size 
and specification requirements. While it may be 
standard for your mat to be made in three equal 
sections, you can choose any configuration or have your mat made in a single piece at no additional charge. 
Pictured at right are some of our more popular mat layouts.  

ONE TONE 
Standard 

ONE TONE 
W/10’ SOLID 
Solid 10’ Area 

2nd Color 

TWO TONE 
Solid Wrestling 

Area Only 
2nd Color 

TWO TONED #2 
Solid Wrestling 

& 10’ Area  
10’ Circle Line 

Contrasting Color 

THREE TONED 
Wrestling Area 

2nd Color  
& 10’ Area  
3rd Color 

THREE TONED #2 
Wrestling Area 

2nd Color  
& Circle Lines  

3rd Color 

PRACTICE CIRCLES 
Standard 

PRACTICE  
CIRCLES PLUS 

Wrestling Circle 
& Center Circle 
Lines 3rd Color 

INTERNATIONAL 
Standard 

INTERNATIONAL 
Broken Passivity Zone 

INTERNATIONAL 
Solid Passivity Zone 

GYMNASTIC 
BORDER 
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STANDARD WRESTLING MATS INCLUDE: 

 Front side: single color with regulation markings  

      (10’ circle, wrestling circle, starting marks) 

 Back side: single color with 9 practice circles 

      (no starting marks) 

 Design your own custom mat with the help of     

      our worksheet link on our web site. 

 Up to 3 Block Letters 

 

 

WRESTLING MAT TRANSPORTERS 
Efficient design and ease of operation make these transporters and storage units 

indispensable.  Winch model accommodates mat loading by one person. 

 

 

HOME USE MATS 
Home use mats are available in any size, however, the following 

can be sent via FedEx Ground or UPS: 

 5’ x 10’ (one piece) 

 10’ x 10’ (two piece) 

 11 1/2’ x 11 1/2’ (two piece) 

WRESTLING MAT MODELS 

600S 1” THICK; 0.75LBS / SQFT 

625S 1.25” THICK; 1LBS / SQFT 

650S 1.5” THICK; 1.5LBS / SQFT 

12” IB12HI 

MODEL 
NUMBER 

DIMENSIONS CAPACITY DESCRIPTION 

MR3-M 17’L X 4’W X 32”H THREE MATS MANUAL 

MR3 18’L X 4’W x 6’ 6”H THREE MATS WINCH LOADED 

WR 18’L X 3’W x 9’ 11”H THREE MATS WALL RACK 
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Martial arts mats by PlayersGoal® give you the best combina-

tion of safety and versatility. If you teach Judo, Karate, Tae 

Kwon Do, Aikido, Kung Fu, or other forms of martial arts, our 

floor mats are perfect for sparring, take downs, throws, or oth-

er elements of self defense training. We provide mats that can 

accommodate a small area or an entire room. We custom 

manufacture to meet your specific needs so please don't hesi-

tate to ask our customer service representatives about altera-

tions that will make the final product perfect for your facility.  

Hook & Loop Fasteners on 4 sides of the mats is standard and 

allows you to attach mats together in any configuration. 

We use 19 oz. heavy coated vinyl, see our vinyl color selection 

charts. 

 

TERMINATOR 
The Terminator series of mats are made in  

modular 10' x 10' sections which connect  

together with hook & loop fasteners to create 

larger workout areas. Each mat folds in half for 

easy transportation or storage. These mats are 

ideal if you want to transport them to a  

demonstration site or move them from one  

facility to another. The single or double layer  

of cross-linked polyethylene foam core is ideal 

for shock absorption and proper footing.  

 

 

 

DESTROYER 
These multipurpose mats are smaller in overall 

size to the Terminator series and fold in two foot 

sections (accordion style). They are ideal for  

providing "extra" protection over the top of larger 

padded areas or to give you a smaller individual 

workout area (stretching, etc.) They are available 

with a single layer of 1 1/4" cross-linked  

polyethylene.  
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Whether you need sheets, rolls, or interlocking tiles,  

PlayersGoal® is your one stop source for weight room 
flooring.  Thicknesses range from 3/8” to 3/4" and a wide 

color selection is available if you want to vary from basic 
black.  Weight room flooring will protect your  
permanent floor while also providing durability, comfort 
and slip resistance. 
 
 

SHEETS 
The most economical type of weight room flooring is our 
standard 4’ x 6’ non-interlocking sheet, available in three 
different thicknesses: 3/8”, 1/2", and 3/4".  The 3/8” and 

3/4" mats are available in black only while the 1/2" mats 
can be purchased in black, brick, royal, mocha and  
forest. 

 
 

ROLLS/RUNWAYS 
Whether you want to cover a weight room with 
fewer seams or trying to protect an area, like a 
track, from the damage caused by spikes, this 
product is what you need.   

Rolls come 32” - 48” wide and can be made to 

desired length. 

 

INTERLOCKING 
If you want ease of installation coupled with 
fantastic appearance, interlocking flooring is 
the answer.  The interlocking tiles are availa-
ble in three different sizes and 3/8”, 1/2”, 

and 3/4” thick.  Color availability is black, 

gray, and blue.  

Standard Size: 4’ Square Interlocking Sheets 
Custom Sizes are Available Upon Request  
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DIGITAL GRAPHICS 

Take the opportunity to show your sponsors 
you appreciate their continued support by 
proudly displaying their logos on your stadium 
pads.  Never before has the industry been so 
capable to display their team spirit or sponsor 
support so prevalently on their stadium  
padding. 

We are proud to present our line of high  
resolution digital graphics, printed in-house for 
quick turn around time.  With wide format, 
photo quality logos, you can show your team 
spirit or apply advertising directly to pads  
without the need for banner overlays that can 
be unsightly.   

With the cost significantly lower than tradition-

al graphics, PlayersGoal® can provide breath 
taking logos to suit any budget. 

 

TRADITIONAL HAND-PAINTED GRAPHICS 

We’ve always offered fantastic hand painted graphics and lettering that can be applied to most any of our  
vinyl products.  Ideal for groups who don’t have photo ready graphics or those seeking a more traditional  
appearance. 
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VINYL CARE 

Regular maintenance and cleaning is an important  
factor in the longevity of your pads or mats. 

 

VINYL PROTECTANT 

A dressing that helps to restore vitality to vinyl that has been damaged by plasticizer migration.  This is  

the ultimate in vinyl protection. Available in 5-gallon and 1-gallon containers.  DO NOT rinse after sealer  
application. Sealing should take place after graphic installation.  

Coverage: 2,000 square feet per gallon. 

VINYL CLEANER 

A concentrated vinyl cleaner and deoxidizer which removes streaking, chalking and oxidation from vinyl. This 
product is designed for general maintenance use.  Available in 5 gallon and 1 gallon containers.  Rinse  

thoroughly. DO NOT use in extremely hot weather, cleaner will dry before rinsing or streaking may occur.  

Coverage: 2,000 square feet per gallon. 

VINLY CARE PRODUCTS 

 1 GALLON 5 GALLONS 

VINYL PROTECTANT PTS1 PTS5 

VINYL CLEANER PTW1 PTW5 

COLOR CHART: 14OZ VINYL 

ROYAL BLUE 

GOLD 

PURPLE 

NAVY BLUE 

WHITE 

KELLY GREEN 

SKY BLUE 

RED 

FOREST GREEN 

BURGUNDY 

GREY 

BLACK 

ORANGE 

CAMEL 

Important Note: Colors may vary from actual vinyl, consult your Sales Manager for vinyl samples. 

-USED IN INDOOR PRODUCTS 
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COLOR CHART:  ECOGUARD® 18OZ UV PROTECTED VINYL  

-USED IN INDOOR & OUTDOOR PRODUCTS 

Important Note: Colors may vary from actual vinyl, consult your Sales Manager for vinyl samples. 

EMERALD  

COLOR CHART:  25OZ VINYL -USED IN OUTDOOR PRODUCTS 

ROYAL BLUE 

SUNFLOWER RED BURGUNDY BLACK 

DUSKY BLUE COBALT 

GREY 

EMERALD DARK GREEN SPRUCE 

SPRUCE COBALT ROYAL BLUE BLACK 

Manufactured with: 

 33% reprocessed vinyl  

 Extrusion Coated UV 

 Tear & Abrasion Resistant 

 Accepts Graphics 

 Heavy Duty & Economical 

Important Note: Colors may vary from actual vinyl, consult your Sales Manager for vinyl samples. 

COLOR CHART: 19OZ HEAVY COATED VINYL  

-USED IN INDOOR & OUTDOOR PRODUCTS 

Important Note: Colors may vary from actual vinyl, consult your Sales Manager for vinyl samples. 

BLACK BROWN BURGUNDY RED BRIGHT PINK ORANGE YELLOW 

PURPLE NAVY ROYAL BLUE MARINE BLUE GREEN LIME GREEN WHITE 

TAN 
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